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B.A. (Part-I) (Old Course) Examination, 2021

(Foundation Course)

Paper - II

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Time Allowed : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 75

Minimum Pass Marks : 25

Note : All questions are compulsory. Marks are indicated

against each question.

Unit–I

Q. 1. (A) Do as directed (any twenty) : 20

(i) Supply a, an, some or the where

necessary :

(a) Put ______ butter on ______

potatoes.

(b) ______ honesty is ______ best of

all ______ virtues.

(c) Do you prefer ______ book of

______ poetry or ______ stories of

______ adventures ?

(d) There's ______ horse in ______

garden.

(ii) Put the verbs in brackets into future

indefinite :

(a) They (know) the result in a couple

of days.

(b) You (have) time to help me this

weekend ?

(c) If I drop this it (break).

(d) The Prime Minister (present) the

awards.

(e) I am sure you (like) your new job.

(iii) Supply ought to, should or must

whichever you think appropriate :

(a) Students ______ do their lesson

every day.

(b) You ______ not hide from your

parents what they ______ know.
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(c) We ______ wait until the traffic light

changes to green.

(d) ______ the students eat groundnuts

in the class ?

(iv) Change the voice :

(a) Open the door.

(b) They gave Raina a bicycle.

(c) The Head Master read the annual

report.

(d) Gandhi broke the British Salt Law.

(v) Combine the following sentences :

(a) Indian art is national.

Indian art is objective.

(b) The paintings of Ajanta are beautiful.

The paintings of Ajanta are timeless.

(c) The patterns of the body are

variegated.

They are lovely.

(vi) Fill in the blanks with on, to, by, for and

in :

(a) He told lies ______ the police.

(b) We must try to get ______ home

______ time ______ dinner.

(c) Karan put the caterpillar ______ a

box.

(d) I am going ______ home ______

Saturday.

(e) He saw his grandfather ______ the

garden.

(B) Vocabulary :

(i) Match the following : 5

Knowledge Bondage

Fragments Narrow

Perfection Whole

Wide Ignorance

Freedom Imperfection
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(ii) Provide synonyms of the following

words (any five) : 5

ancient, basic, custom, obtain, evolution,

myth

(iii) Change the following nouns to

adjectives (any five) : 5

care, friend, salt, fool, doubt, music

Unit–II

Q. 2. Read the passage carefully and answer the

questions given below : 5

It is often said that fortune is a lazy goddess.

Efforts and endeavours overcome mountains.

Napoleon used to say "Impossible is a word,

which is found in the dictionary of fools". There

are some persons who think that what is fated,

can not be blotted. They do not move to change

their present miserable condition. They wrongly

believe that God has created them to suffer. But

this is a wrong idea. God will never help us in

overcoming our miseries and misfortunes, unless

we struggle and endeavour ourselves. It is said

that God fulfils the desires of those who deserve.

One must be strong enough to push and expand

in life, or he shall be pushed and crushed. If we

help ourselves, it is sure God will help us.

Questions :

(a) How can we overcome mountain ?

(b) What did Napoleon use to say ?

(c) What do some person think ?

(d) When will God help us in overcoming our

miseries ?

(e) What is said about God ?

Unit–III

Q. 3. Write a paragraph of about 200 words on any one

of the following topics : 10

(i) Saving our environment.
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(ii) The influence of Mahatma Gandhi on west.

(iii) Importance of cleanliness.

Unit–IV

Q. 4. (i) Write an application to your Principal to

issue T.C. and C.C. 5

(ii) Write a letter to your friend to invite him for

summer vacation. 5

Unit–V

Q. 5. Answer any five of the following questions : 3×5=15

(i) How were the arts integral to life in India's

past ?

(ii) When did the real contact between India and

China begin ?

(iii) In what does the cultural heritage of India

lie ?

(iv) Explain the meaning of the term 'Upanishad'.

(v) Who was the author of the Mahabharata ?
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(vi) What was the slogan Tilak gave to the Indian

masses ?

(vii) How many duties are enumerated in the

Indian constitution ?

——
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B.A. (Part-I) (New Course) Examination, 2021

(Foundation Course)

Paper - II

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Time Allowed : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 75

Minimum Pass Marks : 25

Note : All questions are compulsory. Marks are indicated

against each question.

Unit–I

Q. 1. (A) Do as directed (any twenty) : 20

(i) Supply a, an, some or the where

necessary :

(a) Put ______ butter on ______

potatoes.

(b) ______ honesty is ______ best of

all ______ virtues.

(c) Do you prefer ______ book of

______ poetry or ______ stories of

______ adventures ?

(d) There's ______ horse in ______

garden.

(ii) Put the verbs in brackets into future

indefinite :

(a) They (know) the result in a couple

of days.

(b) You (have) time to help me this

weekend ?

(c) If I drop this it (break).

(d) The Prime Minister (present) the

awards.

(e) I am sure you (like) your new job.

(iii) Supply ought to, should or must

whichever you think appropriate :

(a) Students ______ do their lesson

every day.

(b) You ______ not hide from your

parents what they ______ know.
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(c) We ______ wait until the traffic light

changes to green.

(d) ______ the students eat groundnuts

in the class ?

(iv) Change the voice :

(a) Open the door.

(b) They gave Raina a bicycle.

(c) The Head Master read the annual

report.

(d) Gandhi broke the British Salt Law.

(v) Combine the following sentences :

(a) Indian art is national.

Indian art is objective.

(b) The paintings of Ajanta are beautiful.

The paintings of Ajanta are timeless.

(c) The patterns of the body are

variegated.

They are lovely.

(vi) Fill in the blanks with on, to, by, for and

in :

(a) He told lies ______ the police.

(b) We must try to get ______ home

______ time ______ dinner.

(c) Karan put the caterpillar ______ a

box.

(d) I am going ______ home ______

Saturday.

(e) He saw his grandfather ______ the

garden.

(B) Vocabulary :

(i) Match the following : 5

Knowledge Bondage

Fragments Narrow

Perfection Whole

Wide Ignorance

Freedom Imperfection
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(ii) Provide synonyms of the following

words (any five) : 5

ancient, basic, custom, obtain, evolution,

myth

(iii) Change the following nouns to

adjectives (any five) : 5

care, friend, salt, fool, doubt, music

Unit–II

Q. 2. Read the passage carefully and answer the

questions given below : 5

It is often said that fortune is a lazy goddess.

Efforts and endeavours overcome mountains.

Napoleon used to say "Impossible is a word,

which is found in the dictionary of fools". There

are some persons who think that what is fated,

can not be blotted. They do not move to change

their present miserable condition. They wrongly

believe that God has created them to suffer. But

this is a wrong idea. God will never help us in

overcoming our miseries and misfortunes, unless

we struggle and endeavour ourselves. It is said

that God fulfils the desires of those who deserve.

One must be strong enough to push and expand

in life, or he shall be pushed and crushed. If we

help ourselves, it is sure God will help us.

Questions :

(a) How can we overcome mountain ?

(b) What did Napoleon use to say ?

(c) What do some person think ?

(d) When will God help us in overcoming our

miseries ?

(e) What is said about God ?

Unit–III

Q. 3. Write a paragraph of about 200 words on any one

of the following topics : 10

(i) Saving our environment.
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(ii) The influence of Mahatma Gandhi on west.

(iii) Importance of cleanliness.

Unit–IV

Q. 4. (i) Write an application to your Principal to

issue T.C. and C.C. 5

(ii) Write a letter to your friend to invite him for

summer vacation. 5

Unit–V

Q. 5. Answer any five of the following questions : 3×5=15

(i) How were the arts integral to life in India's

past ?

(ii) When did the real contact between India and

China begin ?

(iii) In what does the cultural heritage of India

lie ?

(iv) Explain the meaning of the term 'Upanishad'.

(v) Who was the author of the Mahabharata ?
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(vi) What was the slogan Tilak gave to the Indian

masses ?

(vii) How many duties are enumerated in the

Indian constitution ?
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